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o

We help our customers to elevate their journey to the OpenStack private cloud – do it with predictable
costs, managed services and continuous support

o

With us there is no need to purchase and maintain hardware or software, and no necessity to hire and
retain a team of IT experts to manage your cloud

o

VirtBox takes the best of private and public cloud, and brings self-service cloud experience in the isolated
environment with enhanced security, control, and performance of a dedicated infrastructure

February 1st, 2016 — announces the start of work under the VirtBox Private Cloud, built on top of OpenStack
platform and powered by open technologies.
Nowadays, there is no doubt that businesses can reap huge benefits from cloud computing technologies.
However, with the many advantages, come drawbacks as well, and companies should be very careful in
selecting and implementation their cloud strategy.
Startup companies are often in conditions of limited resources - they do not have experienced cloud engineers
that may setup and maintain on-premise cloud and their infrastructure budget is limited. To be successful
startups should focus on what they do best - creation of products and services to customers, instead of
spending time on cloud operations. In this situation, managed private cloud helps to reduce capital expenses and with business growth, profits become more and more tangible.
In the cloud market there are a lot of large corporations providing its technology and services preferably to
customers with large workloads and big funding. Collaboration with leading cloud provider is possible but
rather expensive for small business, so we've created VirtBox to help startups and SMBs on their way to
success. Our customers come to us for technology solutions and we are ready to help them to choose their
path to the cloud.
We offer a hosted and managed cloud, that is designed to work at scale, so company can start small and
increase it easily at need, or even migrate their cloud to in-house infrastructure when the customer is ready to
run it on his own. We are flexible for customers’ demands and requirements, our Professional Services
consultants will support client at all stages, help with cloud adaptation and customizations.
"VirtBox team makes your journey to the Private Cloud quick and safe by designing, deploying and maintaining
your infrastructure, hosted in partners’ data center. Once your Cloud is deployed, we take full responsibility
for its management, monitoring, and continuous support.", - says Alexey. "Then we offer a complete lifecycle
of consulting, strategy, design and implementation services to help you automate your application stack
deployment and migrate all your workloads."

VirtBox provides visibility by collecting statistics for all major cloud-related hardware and software parameters
that allow our experts to continuously monitor and maintain the efficiency of private cloud to make sure it is
always available and works optimally.
We bring a self-service cloud experience in an isolated private environment, with better control and security
of a single-tenant deployment and performance of a dedicated infrastructure. As an extra option, the
customer can use physical firewall dedicated to the protection of his environment.
With VirtBox, a company can start quickly, get all competitive advantages of managed private cloud and
increase the value of product or service in days without significant expenses and wasted time. This is achieved
by leveraging fully-automated provisioning, managed operations, and underlying elastic infrastructure.
“The other real benefit of our services is that it simplifies IT by excluding control of data center operation,
platform software, and applications. VirtBox gives predictable operating costs and eliminates the need for high
infrastructure investments,” - says Alexey. “There is no need to hire and retain a team of IT experts; customers
can forget about the pain of cloud management and support.”
As a result, clients get complete managed private cloud solution that is ready for production workloads and
application deployment.

About: VirtBox is a global Private-Cloud-as-a-Service provider that makes an enterprise-class OpenStack
ecosystem available for everyone.
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